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Southern Housing Group (“the Group”) was established 
in 1901 and is a not-for-profit housing association. We are 
a business with social objectives, which means we invest 
every penny we make and more in providing good quality 
homes and services. We now provide more than 30,000 
homes to over 77,000 people and our community of 
residents is growing.

Our purpose is to provide high-quality homes, services  
and care for those in housing need, making our residents’ 
and our communities’ lives better. In doing so, we will 
achieve our vision – to be a trusted, caring landlord, who 
listens to our residents and provides homes in places 
people are proud to live.

The world has evolved into a hugely different place in the 
120 years since the group was founded, but we remain 
committed to our core purpose of providing high-quality 
homes, services and care for those in housing need, 
making a lasting social impact through the provision 
of affordable housing. The legacy of the terrible fire at 
Grenfell Tower in 2017 has been to shine a light not only 
on the importance of stronger building safety regulations, 
but also on the relationship between residents and their 
landlord through strong, transparent and accountable 
governance which involves and empowers residents’ voices.  
 
As one of southern England's largest housing associations, 
we have a responsibility to our community of residents and 
the places in which we work to reduce our environmental 
impact and provide comfortable, energy efficient homes 
with affordable running costs.

There are two major challenges facing us in the years 
ahead: making homes compliant with new building safety 
regulations and making our contribution to the UK’s target 
to be a net zero carbon nation by 2050. Achieving these 
aims requires significant investment whilst thinking and 
working differently in ways that enhance partnership with 
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our residents, contractors and funders, focusing on  
the quality and long-term sustainability of homes, 
embracing digital technology and services, and operating 
ever more efficiently.

Southern Housing Group’s Corporate Plan 2021-2024  
sets out our strategic objectives; to strengthen our finances, 
to build greater trust, transparency and accountability,  
to invest in our homes and strengthen our communities,  
to listen to our residents and to empower our people.  
Our objectives align with and support social, environmental 
and economic sustainability outcomes and underscore  
our position as an organisation invested in the long-term.   
 
Having re-shaped our governance and resident  
involvement structures in the past two years, co-creating 
with our customers, and with key delivery strategies in 
place to support our building safety, community investment, 
care and affordable homes delivery, we are now reshaping 
our Environmental Sustainability Strategy to respond to the 
net zero carbon agenda.

That’s why, as we continue to create positive and  
long-lasting impacts on our communities and the  
planet, we are proud to launch our Sustainable Finance 
Framework that will guide us to achieve our vision.  
Through careful consideration of the material aspect  
of our business, we will use this Sustainable Finance 
Framework to support our Environmental Sustainability, 
Social and Governance strategies as they continue to 
develop as part of, and alongside, our Corporate Plan.

 
Alan Townshend  
Group Chief Executive
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Initially set up as a charitable trust to provide housing in London in 1901, Southern Housing Group has grown to become 
one of the largest housing associations in the south east of England. We house around 77,000 residents, own and manage 
over 30,000 homes and work with more than 80 local authorities. We are committed to delivering 2,005 new affordable 
homes by 2025 across the capital and the south east of England and we employ over 1,000 people.

Our purpose is to make our residents’ and our communities’ lives better, working as a business with social objectives.  
We work with our customers and communities to provide activities, information, and advice that improve the 
neighbourhoods our residents live in and their individual lives. Whether it's traditional social housing, shared ownership, 
affordable rent, private market rent, or outright sales, we offer a range of housing options and services to communities 
across the south east of England. We exist to provide high-quality homes, services and care for those in housing need. 

1.2 Our strategic objectives
 
Our vision for the future is clear – we want to be a trusted, caring landlord that listens to residents and builds high-quality 
homes in places people are proud to live, making our residents’ and their communities’ lives better.

Our values let everyone know how we work to achieve our vision and strategic objectives.  
 
They are:

Our 2021 – 2024 Corporate Plan commits us to working in partnership to achieve five strategic objectives.  
Each strategic objective has a number of supporting objectives, and these are the priorities we will focus on over  
the next three years. Achieving our objectives depends on working together in new and different ways to overcome  
the two most significant challenges we face: making homes safe and making them sustainable, whilst continuing to 
provide high quality homes and services.

INTRODUCTION  
TO SOUTHERN HOUSING GROUP

1.1 About Southern Housing Group

We work together, so that we 
can make it easy for our residents, 

colleagues, contractors and partners 
to achieve more than we could by 

working alone. By talking, listening and 
sharing, we work as a team.

We do the right thing, so that we can 
give value to our residents, customers 

and their communities, always focusing 
on how we can serve our social 

purpose. We challenge what we’ve 
always done to find a better way.

We get things done, by doing the 
basics brilliantly, doing what we say 

we will, finding solutions and making 
things happen.
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Our objectives (explained)

Strengthen  
our finances

• Increase our income and decrease our operating costs by delivering  
our efficiency programme

• Improve key financial performance metrics in line with our Board’s targets
• Deliver value for money through agile working  

and digital services

Build greater trust,  
transparency and  
accountability

• Regain and maintain our ‘G1’ regulatory governance rating  
from the Regulator of Social Housing

• Involve our residents in the decisions that affect their lives,  
and be accountable to residents for our performance

• Maintain a transparent and accountable governance framework,  
ensuring residents are part of our governance

• Ensure the organisation is representative of the communities we serve
• Work with stakeholders to strengthen key local relationships

Invest in our  
homes, strengthen  
our communities

• Ensure all our residents have a safe home
• Provide more homes for people in housing need in the areas where  

we work
• Provide excellent care and support services
• Maintain and manage properties, estates and neighbourhoods  

that people are proud to live in
• Improve the energy efficiency of new and existing homes and set  

out our pathway to net zero carbon
• Seek out opportunities to partner with organisations to create  

investment that strengthens communities

Listen to  
our residents

• Involve residents in improving the services that matter most  
to them 

• Be respectful of our residents, listening and communicating openly  
and reliably 

• Be accountable to residents for resolving complaints
• Learn from complaints and make changes to improve our services
• Be easy to work with, making use of digital technology and inclusive, 

resident-led service design

Empower  
our people

• Be a supportive, inclusive, diverse and equal opportunity organisation 
• Be a place where colleagues are proud to work
• Empower our people to respond to residents’ service requests in  

an efficient and effective way 
• Work together with contractors that share our values
• Adopt digital technology to enable colleagues with the right tools  

for the job
• Equip our colleagues with the information, skills and capacity to  

embed change
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Our five strategic objectives have been shaped by, and respond to, the rapidly changing landscape and context we operate 
in. They reflect how we are responding to the challenges we must face, and opportunities that we must take to continue 
to fulfil our purpose and achieve our vision. As a result, our objectives will be underpinned and further developed by:

• Our recently published 2021 - 2024 Corporate Plan with groupwide objectives, measures, and targets;
• Our recently published Equality & Diversity, Southern 360, and Community Investment Strategies;
• The near-term refresh of our Environmental Sustainability & Net Zero Carbon Strategy, Communications and Group 

Marketing Strategy, Development & Growth Strategy, Data Strategy, and Digital Strategy;
• Directorate plans and annual budgets (linking the group wide objectives to functional objectives and targets; and
• Personal objectives and development plans. 

 
Strategies & Policies aligned to ESG
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1.3 Sustainability at Southern Housing Group

As a business with social and environmental objectives, our commitment extends beyond providing affordable, high quality 
homes to the traditional social housing customer base. We are committed to reducing our impact on the environment and 
to providing comfortable, energy efficient homes with low running costs for our customers.

The Group has a history of drawing together environmental and social initiatives which build on the achievements and 
lessons learned over the last 120 years to maximise our positive impact on our communities. In 2017, we launched our 
first Environmental Sustainability Strategy which provided a framework for us to measure and improve our environmental 
performance. The strategy included initiatives such as Gardening Neighbours which encouraged our communities to take 
ownership of their green spaces by providing up to £500 in funding to help them improve their communities through 
gardening projects. The Environmental Sustainability Strategy ran until 2020 and has provided us with a significant number 
of lessons and data points. 

We are currently in the process of refreshing our Environmental Sustainability strategy and targets, building on all the 
lessons learnt since 2017 to maximise our impact both socially and environmentally. We are also looking into how our 
financial advice, IT literacy, employment readiness and community investment activities can be further developed to have 
an ever greater positive impact on our customers’ lives. We aim to publish our new Environmental Sustainability Strategy 
and targets in the first half of 2022.

Our Sustainable Workplaces Strategy, also launched in 2017, commits the Group to reducing our operating carbon 
footprint by operating environmentally responsible offices and improving our working environment to achieve a more 
sustainable future. By 2025, we aim to reduce our carbon emissions by 20%, improve our recycling rate to 95%, and 
reduce our water consumption by 10%.

Alignment with Sustainability Reporting Standards for Social Housing (“SRS”)1 and UN 
Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”)

As part of our review of material risks, we are in the process of mapping the SRS against our strategy to consider how our 
strategic sustainability performs in a transparent, consistent, and comparable way to the social housing market. The SRS 
mapped the social housing market to the 17 UN SDGs to consider how its strategic sustainability priorities relate to those 
established by the UN. The SDG which has the most resonance and aligned most closely with the sector was Sustainable 
Cities and Communities (SDG 11). Since access to adequate, safe, and affordable housing contributes to a wide range of 
positive outcomes, the SRS notes social housing has a key role to play in supporting the following SGDs:
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Addressing the climate emergency and the environmental impact of building and running our homes is a growing strategic 
priority for the housing sector. The national target for rented properties is that they must meet the nationally prescribed 
goal of Energy Performance Certificate ‘C’ and above by 2030. It is vital that housing associations set a clear pathway to 
becoming zero carbon housing providers and developers and make our contribution towards the UK’s target of being a net 
zero carbon economy by 2050.

Our goal is to continue to reduce the environmental impact of all our activities, helping to tackle some of the biggest 
challenges we face, including fuel poverty and climate change. We aim to build high quality homes with low energy 
consumption, low maintenance costs, promote energy efficiency and contribute towards the elimination of fuel poverty  
by improving the thermal efficiency of our homes and properties.

Our Corporate Plan 2021-24 commits us to:

• Achieving a minimum of EPC C in at least 75% of our homes by March 2024 as a key milestone towards achieving 
greater energy efficiency in our homes and reaching the national goal for EPC C by 2030, and; 

• Reaching net zero carbon across our existing homes, new homes and business operations by 2050. 

We have taken a variety of approaches to improving our customers' homes to ensure we are meeting the individual needs 
of both our customers and the local environment.

• We built our first ever PassivHaus development scheme at Cameron Close, Freshwater on the Isle of Wight.  
The environmentally friendly approach to design has delivered significant savings to our customers,  
particularly around heating costs. We are committed to having minimal impact on the local environment  
and ensure that our partners work to the same standards, and;

• We launched the first Biodiversity Toolkit for Housing Providers in partnership with the UK Centre for Ecology & 
Hydrology, a guide to involving estate gardening services and residents in local changes that support and enhance 
native biodiversity. 

Over the next two years we will set out our pathway to net carbon zero, which over the long term will see the Group 
become a zero carbon housing provider and developer, and make our contribution towards the UK’s target of being  
a net zero carbon economy by 2050.

1.3.1 Environmental impact



1.3.2 Social impact
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As a provider of high-quality housing and care services, investing in homes and neighbourhoods whilst supporting our 
residents’ communities has always been at the core of what we do. Looking ahead, building safety regulations, and our 
commitment to care services are shaping our need to focus in key social impact areas.

We want to make it clear; the safety of our residents in their homes is our number one priority. We are fully committed 
to ensuring all our residents have a safe home. This means each and every one of our homes will comply with Fire and 
Building Safety legislation, and that residents are involved in, and can access, information about their building. We will 
communicate clearly working through our building safety teams and contractors to deliver our safer buildings programme.

Our statutory safeguarding responsibilities mean that it is our duty to respond to concerns and keep residents safe in their 
homes. This extends beyond our commitment to fire and building safety requirements to supporting and enabling people 
to live safely in their homes and communities. As a result, we are committed to strengthening our work with residents and 
partners to identify and support victims of abuse.

We are building a range of homes for social and affordable rent, shared ownership and outright sale in our heartlands to 
help more people who need a home and at the same time deliver more efficient services to new residents and those who 
already live nearby. We are committed to providing 2,005 new affordable homes by 2025 across the capital and the South 
East of England. To achieve this increase in homes, we will continue to explore acquisitions and new partnerships with 
organisations like Crown Simmons Housing, an organisation that we were very proud to have join our Group in 2020.

Southern 360

Southern 360, which brings together our Independent Living for Later Life schemes, our Community Investment  
activities and our Supporting Independence and Care services, was established in 2019. Southern 360 has been created  
to strengthen our commitment to help improve the lives of our residents across all ages and communities by focusing  
on our residents’ health and wellbeing, and strengthening neighbourliness and communities. 

Strong communities play an enormous role in supporting families and individuals at times of difficulty. Our Community 
Investment Team offers opportunities to help residents improve their finances, access employment and training,  
and access a range of other services and projects that support digital inclusion, health, and wellbeing. In 2020-21,  
the team reached 8,500 residents through a broad range of support services and projects, including support accessing 
benefits and managing household expenses and debts, employment advice and support, and projects that bring 
communities together to enhance health and wellbeing. 

Our Independent Living for Later Life team provides safe and secure housing for nearly 2,500 older residents who are 
normally aged 60 plus, or over 55 if they have a disability, who still wish to live independently in their own homes.  
Our properties and schemes are specially designed, and residents benefit from the reassurance of a 24-7 alarm service  
and the help and advice of our skilled staff who are regularly on site.

Our Supporting Independence and Care team manages and delivers care and support services and specialist accommodation  
to over 700 residents on the Isle of Wight and across the south east of England.  Our aim is to support and improve the 
lives of vulnerable adults and young people by focusing on what people are able to do for themselves. We have over 200 
dedicated and trained care and support staff and are committed to the highest levels of care in our supported housing and 
care schemes.  As at 31 March 2021, the Care Quality Commission rated all our care schemes as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’. 
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Ryde Village Extra Care Scheme,  
Ryde, Isle of Wight

22 Argyll Street,  
Newport, Isle of Wight

 

Ryde Village is a peaceful and attractive extra care supported  
housing scheme, for residents with care and support needs.

It’s innovative in that the scheme bridges the gap between full 
residential care and living in the community, whilst also making access 
to support staff 24/7 available to residents in a more cost-effective way 
than can often be provided peripatetically, making a difference  
to residents and social care budgets alike.

The village ethos is enhanced by mixing 63 social housing units  
and 12 shared ownership units with a village shop, treatment 
 room, hairdressers, and meaningful activities which bring the 
community together.

The scheme is able to support a diverse range of wellbeing needs 
through its 24/7 on site response service and intercom system.  
Residents benefit from daily checks, prompts, and the reassurance  
of support available at any time. Residents can also access more 
targeted specialist care through the on-site homecare service.

The scheme was developed in partnership with Isle of Wight council’s 
extra care strategy to directly address the gap in provision, whilst 
the buildings themselves, newly-purpose built, have been leased by 
Southern Housing Group from a social investor. 
 
The scheme is the first of its kind, and is being followed by the  
opening of a second extra care scheme in September 2021 at 
Freshwater on the Isle of Wight.

 
Argyll Street is a care home for Adults with learning disabilities.  
Rated ‘outstanding’ by the Care Quality Commission, the scheme 
is a leading example of how residents can be supported to lead 
fulfilling lives.

The home offers residential care accommodation for 9 adults,  
providing round-the-clock care and support tailored to each  
person’s needs, wishes, choices  and interests as defined in their 
person- centered plan of care.

The CQC said ‘the service goes the extra mile to provide a family 
orientated and homely environment for people. Staff develop strong 
relationships with people and know them exceptionally well… 
understanding people’s needs and aspirations and finding creative  
ways to enhance people’s skills and independence’. 

During lockdown, the scheme’s ability dog, Caddie, helped encourage 
residents to take daily walks and maintain their connection with the 
local community promoting their overall health and wellbeing.
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1.4 Regulatory framework for affordable housing

Registered providers of social housing must comply with a regulatory framework established by the UK Government.  
The 2015 regulatory framework2 for social housing in England is comprised of:

1. Regulatory requirements – obligations on registered providers, including the ‘rent standard’ for social and affordable 
housing and ‘consumer standards’ for the provision of the housing service;

2. Codes of practice – assist registered providers in understanding how compliance might be achieved;

3. Regulatory guidance – this provides further explanatory information on the regulatory requirements and includes 
information on how the regulator will carry out its role.

The regulatory standards comprise:

• The economic standards: the governance and financial viability, value for money and rent standards;

• The consumer standards: tenant involvement and empowerment, home, tenancy and neighbourhood  
and community standards.

In January 2021 the Regulator of Social Housing published a strapline regulatory judgement for Southern which reaffirmed 
compliant ratings for both governance and viability, grading the organisation "G2" for governance and "V2" for viability. 
The "G2" grading means that Southern meets the governance requirements of the Regulator but needs to improve some 
aspects of its governance arrangements to support continued compliance. The "V2" grading means that Southern meets 
the Regulator’s viability requirements. It has the financial capacity to deal with a reasonable range of adverse scenarios but 
needs to manage material risks to ensure continued compliance. 

Southern received its “G2” and “V2” ratings in April 2020 following an In-Depth Assessment by the Regulator.   
A governance improvement plan was developed to address the areas noted by the Regulator in its 2020 regulatory 
judgement, and in May 2021 the Board received a report from an independent third party confirming that all  
components of the plan had been completed effectively.  
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Southern has a track record of strong governance. We adhere to the UK Corporate Governance Code in addition  
to the regulatory framework for social housing described in section 1.5. We are signatories of the National Housing 
Federation’s tenants charter, ‘Together with Tenants’ and have welcomed and taken early action to respond to the  
Social Housing White Paper ahead of the government’s schedule for legislative and regulatory change to further 
strengthen consumer regulation.

Safety, value for money and efficiency, robust governance and serving our customers’ needs are the strategic threads 
which run through our whole operation as we aim to improve our performance and deliver against our financial and 
service improvement targets.

Our Resident Involvement Strategy, which was co-created with residents in 2019, has provided a foundation for  
significant progress to date. Our Resident Scrutiny Group, which has a direct line to our Board (as outlined in the below 
structure chart), is charged with scrutinising the Group’s performance in those services that matter most to residents,  
and is supported by a wide variety of resident scrutiny, involvement and feedback opportunities that help us all to listen  
to a diverse range of voices. In summer 2021, we recruited two tenants and one leaseholder to join the Group Board.

To maintain this level of transparency, each month we also publish a Learning from Complaints Review on our website  
that shares information about the numbers of complaints cases we handle, where we’ve identified service failures and  
how we are looking to learn from identified root causes to improve our services.

 

1.5 Our governance structure
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Our Board and Comittee structure
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The establishment of this Sustainable Finance Framework aligns our social purpose and strategic sustainability objectives 
with our funding and financial strategy. We have selected a number of eligible areas which are fundamental elements of 
our business model and deliver the most positive societal and environmental impacts. 

Our vision is for the Group to deliver environmentally sustainable homes and communities which are comfortable, 
affordable, healthy, biodiverse and fit for the future. To achieve this, we aim to develop new affordable and sustainable 
housing, as well as improving the sustainability of our existing housing stock and our business operations. 

It will not be possible to achieve our ambitious goals in isolation, and so we seek to engage and collaborate with all of our 
stakeholders – including residents, colleagues, investors, suppliers and partners - to help us become a zero carbon housing 
provider and developer. We are committed to responsible business practices that create shared environmental, social and 
economic value. 

We therefore also look to support the growth of the sustainable debt market whilst attracting investors who are 
supportive of our objectives and recognise the importance of our vision. These stakeholders will be valuable allies  
in supporting our social purpose, making contributions towards a fairer, more stable and sustainable society.

1.6 Framework rationale

Gardening project Southern 360 



02.
Sustainable Finance
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The International Capital Markets Association (“ICMA”) and Loan Markets Association (“LMA”) provides a set of  
voluntary guidelines that recommend transparency and disclosure and promote integrity in the development of the 
sustainable finance market by clarifying the approach for raising Sustainable Finance. 

This Sustainable Finance Framework has been drafted in alignment with the ICMA Green Bond Principles 20213 (“GBP”), 
ICMA Social Bond Principles 20214 (“SBP”) and the ICMA Sustainability Bond Guidelines 20215 (“SBG”) or as they may be 
subsequently amended. Term loans issued under the framework will be aligned to the Loan Market Association (“LMA”) 
Green Loan Principles 20216 (“GLP”) and the LMA Social Loan Principles 20217 (“SLP”) or as they may be subsequently 
amended. This Sustainable Finance Framework has five core components:

1. Use of proceeds;
2. Process for project evaluation and selection;
3. Management of proceeds;
4. Reporting; and
5. External review. 

In addition, this Sustainable Finance Framework has received a Second Party Opinion (“SPO”) from S&P Global Ratings.

This Framework enables the company to issue a broad range of Sustainable debt instruments, such as private placements, 
term loans and bonds, funding a mixture of Green and Social projects. 

The Group may further update or expand the Framework to align with emerging market standards and best practices,  
such as the EU Green Bond Standard, EU Taxonomy, UK Taxonomy or other relevant standards and guidelines.

2.2 Use of proceeds
 
Southern Housing Group is committed to investing in projects that support environmentally and socially sustainable 
outcomes for the benefit of society, the environment and identified target populations. An amount equivalent to the net 
proceeds raised under this Sustainable Finance Framework will be used to finance and/or refinance in whole or in part new 
or existing Eligible Projects in the categories below, subject to the ICMA and LMA principles.

Dependent on the nature of the project, the investment in the Eligible Projects can be measured through asset value, 
capital expenditure (“Capex”) or operating expenditure (“Opex”). For capital or operating expenditures, a look-back period 
of up to 36 months prior to the time of debt issuance will be applied. 

We intend to allocate an amount equivalent to the net proceeds raised by any sustainably labelled debt instruments  
to Eligible Projects within 24 months of issuance.

Target population

Individuals and families that are disadvantaged will be supported through debt issuance under this Sustainable Finance 
Framework. Section 1.3.2 outlines the social impacts that will be facilitated by the Eligible Projects while section 1.4 
describes the regulatory framework that ensures, from a social housing perspective, the appropriate individuals and families 
are supported.

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE FRAMEWORK

2.1 Framework components
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Impact
Eligible ICMA / LMA 
Project categories

Project description and eligibility criteria
Reference 
financial 
line item

Alignment to  
our Corporate  
Plan

Alignment to  
UN SDG8 

Social Affordable Housing
Construction and acquisition of new  
Social and Affordable Housing in the  
United Kingdom

Capex

Invest in our homes, 
strengthen our 
communities

Re-financing of existing Social and   
Affordable Housing in the United Kingdom

Asset value

Access to Essential 
Services

Construction and acquisition of new 
Supported housing, Care rooms, or Sheltered 
housing, for older people and/or people with 
support needs in the United Kingdom

Capex

Invest in our homes, 
strengthen our 
communitiesRefinancing of existing Supported housing, 

Care rooms, or Sheltered housing, for older 
people and/or people with support needs in 
the United Kingdom

Opex

Socioeconomic 
advancement and 
empowerment

Support services aimed at customers  
and communities

Projects focused on equitable participation 
and integration into the market and society, 
including reduction of income inequality in the 
communities where we are based: 

1. explaining and enabling access to 
internet

2. training and development for 
employment purposes

3. support with mental and physical health 
issues

4. financial education

Opex

Invest in our homes, 
strengthen our 
communities

Listen to our 
residents

Build greater trust, 
transparency and 
accountability

Environmental Green Buildings
Construction of new homes with an EPC 
(Energy Performance Certificate) Rating of B  
or above / SAP 81 or above9 

Capex

Invest in our homes, 
strengthen our 
communitiesRe-financing of existing homes – subject to  

a minimum EPC rating of B or above / SAP 81 
or above

Asset value

Renovation of existing homes that improve 
unit EPC ratings by two notches or more 
subject to a minimum EPC rating of C / SAP 69

Opex
Capex

Invest in our homes, 
strengthen our 
communities

Eligible projects
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Eligible Projects provide clear environmental benefits and/or social impact and so first and foremost, they comply  
with applicable environmental and social laws and regulations. In addition to this, they also align with the internal  
policies and standards of the Group, which aim to manage and mitigate environmental, social and governance risks. 

Southern Housing Group’s Executive Team are responsible and accountable for the delivery of the Corporate Plan and 
supporting ESG strategies including the Group’s environmental and social impact strategies as outlined on page 20.  

Accountability for the Sustainable Finance Framework lies our Sustainable Finance Group (the “SF Group”) which will  
meet at least every 3 months, and is chaired by the Executive Director of Development & Investment, Members include 
senior representatives from all our Group Directorates. Additionally, the SF Group will be supported by other Group 
employees as required.

The group will consider the eligibility of assets and projects in the context of the Group’s Development Strategy,  
Asset Management Strategy, Environmental Sustainability & Net Zero Carbon Strategy, and Southern 360 strategies.

An Environmental & Net Zero Carbon Strategy Steering Group will oversee the delivery of the Group’s forthcoming 
sustainability and net zero carbon strategy, whilst an ESG Working Group has been established to drive cross-departmental 
working and embed environmental, social and governance principles across the Group’s existing strategies

The SF Group will oversee the implementation and execution of the framework, including: 

• To oversee the establishment of the Sustainable Finance Framework and review the content, updating it to reflect 
changes in market standards (such as relevant ICMA and LMA principles) and the organisation’s strategy on a best 
efforts basis.

• To approve the addition of Eligible Projects / expenditures.
• Ensuring the appropriate SAP methodology has been referenced across the Eligible Project portfolio and the 

supporting process is of a high quality.
• To oversee the Eligible Project portfolio, confirming its continued compliance with Southern Housing Group’s 

Sustainable Finance Framework.
• To oversee any social and environmental risks associated with Eligible Projects.
• To exclude Projects or investments that no longer comply with the eligibility criteria or have been disposed  

of and replacing them on a best efforts basis. 
• To oversee the introduction and operation of arrangements to generate the information required to produce  

periodic Impact Reports, in accordance with the Framework and the Principles.
• To oversee continued alignment of project categories with appropriate national and international  

sustainability taxonomies.
• To commission, manage and review the external assurance of this framework and any instruments issued under it.

2.3 Project evaluation and selection
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Project evaluation and selection
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The Group intends to allocate an amount equal to the net proceeds from its Sustainable Financing to Eligible Projects, 
selected in accordance with the eligibility criteria and project evaluation and selection process presented in sections  
2.2 and 2.3.

In alignment with ICMA and LMA principles, our Sustainable Finance Group will use an internal tracking system to ensure 
that Eligible Projects financed at all times exceed net proceeds raised under this Sustainable Finance Framework, for as 
long as the financing remains in place. If an asset is no longer eligible under the criteria included in section 2.2, it will be 
removed from the eligible asset portfolio. In such a scenario, we will strive to replace the asset with another eligible asset 
as soon as reasonably practicable, and no later than a year following removal of the ineligible project. The internal tracking 
system used to allocate the bond proceeds will be assessed by our auditor in line with the ICMA guidance.

Pending the full allocation to Eligible Projects, the Group is permitted to use any unallocated funds for transactions in line 
with our treasury policy - which can include deposits, money market funds and other similar products, prioritising ESG-
aligned products where possible. Our finance team will take principal responsibility for managing this process.

2.5 Reporting
 
Southern Housing Group will make and keep publicly available reporting on the allocation of net proceeds. The Group will 
publish an Allocation Report and an Impact Report at full allocation, and at least every 12 months post issuance ahead of 
full allocation, as detailed in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

In the case of a material change in the make-up of the Eligible Projects occurring, a new Allocation Report and  
a new Impact Report will be provided in a timely manner.

2.5.1 Allocation report
 
In the Allocation Report, Southern Housing Group will include:

1. The amount issued and outstanding for the financing instrument(s);
2. The total value of Eligible Projects;
3. A description of the portfolio of Eligible Projects including a breakdown of the allocated amounts by  

ICMA / LMA categories where appropriate;
4. The amount and/or percentage of new and existing projects (share of financing and refinancing); and
5. Any further information on how unallocated proceeds have been held. 
 
This information will be provided on our dedicated investor website at www.shgroup.org.uk/investors and  
will be reviewed by an independent third party (see section 2.6.2).

2.4 Management of proceeds
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2.5.2 Impact report

Eligible ICMA / LMA Project 
categories

Project description and 
eligibility criteria

Potential KPI reporting metrics at the 
category level

Alignment to SRS10 Theme

Affordable Housing Construction and acquisition 
of new Social and Affordable 
Housing in the United Kingdom

• Number of new affordable properties 
completed in the financial year by 
tenure including
• General needs (social rent)
• Intermediate rent
• Affordable rent
• Low-cost home ownership

• Affordability and Security 
(T1) 

• Building Safety and Quality 
(T2)

• Average rents (including service 
charges) charged relative to private 
sector rents

• Affordability and Security 
(T1)

Re-financing of eligible existing 
Social and Affordable Housing  
in the United Kingdom

• Number and % of existing affordable 
properties by tenure relative to private 
sector rents

• Affordability and Security 
(T1)

• Average rents (including service 
charges) charged relative to private 
sector rents calculated as a % of PRS 
rent by region and bed size

• Affordability and Security 
(T1)

Access to Essential Services Construction and acquisition  
of new Supported housing,  
Care rooms, or Sheltered 
housing, for older people  
and/or people with support 
needs in the United Kingdom

• Number and % (relative to total 
portfolio) of new units and rooms 
completed in the financial year by 
tenure including
• Supported Housing
• Housing for older people
• Care homes

• Affordability and Security 
(T1) 

• Building Safety and Quality 
(T2)

• Resident Support (T4)

Refinancing of existing 
Supported housing,  
Care rooms, or Sheltered 
housing, for older people  
and/or people with support 
needs in the United Kingdom

• Number and % (relative to total 
portfolio) of existing units and rooms 
by tenure including
• Supported Housing
• Housing for older people
• Care homes

• Affordability and Security 
(T1) 

• Building Safety and Quality 
(T2)

The Impact Report will provide qualitative and quantitative performance measures and examples associated with  
each category of Eligible Projects. Where feasible and appropriate, we will include underlying methodologies for  
the calculation of the impact metrics and demonstrate the links between allocated funds described in the allocation report 
and the associated impact metrics that have been achieved.

Measures may include, but are not limited to:
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2.5.2 Impact report (continued)

Eligible ICMA / LMA Project 
categories

Project description and 
eligibility criteria

Potential KPI reporting metrics  
at the category level

Measurement units

Socioeconomic advancement  
and empowerment

Support services aimed at 
customers and communities

Projects focused on equitable 
participation and integration 
into the market and society, 
including reduction of income 
inequality in the communities 
where we are based: 

1. explaining and enabling 
access to internet

2. training and development 
for employment purposes

3. support with mental and 
physical health issues

4. financial education

• Number of residents  
benefiting from Community 
Investment projects

• Resident Support 
(T4)

Green Buildings Construction of new homes with 
an EPC (Energy Performance 
Certificate) Rating of A or B / 
SAP 100-92 or 91-81

• Number and % (relative to total 
portfolio) of new homes with an EPC 
Rating of A or B / SAP 100-92 or 
91-81

• Carbon emissions reduction in 
kgCO2e/property (average reduction 
between new home kgCO2e/property 
and existing homes kgCO2e/property

• Climate Change (T6)

Renovation of existing homes 
that improve unit EPC ratings 
by two notches or more subject 
to a minimum EPC rating of C / 
SAP 69

• Number of existing homes uplifted 
by two notches to at least EPC C / 
SAP 69 in the financial year

• Distribution and % change in 
distribution of EPC ratings / SAP 
points of existing homes from 
previous year

• Carbon emissions reduction as 
a result of homes uplifted by at 
least two notches to EPC C / SAP 
69 (comparing average kgCO2e/
property for homes not benefiting 
from renovation with average 
kgCO2e/property with homes that 
benefited from renovations that 
improved their EPC rating to a 
minimum of C)

• Climate Change (T6)

Re-financing of existing homes – 
subject to a minimum EPC rating 
of A or B / SAP 100-92 or 91-

• Number and % of existing homes 
with an EPC rating of A or B / SAP 
100-92 or 91-81

• Carbon emissions reduction in 
kgCO2e/property (comparing A and 
B rated homes in average kgCO2e/
property and homes rated C or 
below in kgCO2e/property)

• Climate Change (T6)
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2.6.1 Second party opinion
 
S&P has been appointed to confirm the alignment of the Sustainable Finance Framework to the components of the ICMA 
GBP, SBP, SBG and LMA GLP, SLP, also to the alignment with SHG’s overall Corporate Plan and supporting environmental, 
governance and social strategies. S&P Global Ratings has provided a Second Party Opinion (“SPO”) in this regard. 

The SPO, including the full scope of its review, is available at www.shgroup.org.uk/investors

2.6.2 Assurance / External review of allocation
 
External verification of the tracking of the Sustainable Finance proceeds will be provided by an external reviewer appointed 
by Southern Housing Group that will review and provide an opinion on all allocation and impact reports produced in line 
with section 2.5, and management of proceeds to verify our internal tracking method. The review will be included in the 
Sustainable Finance Allocation Report.

This report will be made available on our website www.shgroup.org.uk/investors   

2.6 External review

http://www.shgroup.org.uk/investors
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Disclaimer

This document is intended to provide non-exhaustive, general information. This document may contain or  
incorporate by reference public information not separately reviewed, approved or endorsed by Southern Housing  
Group Limited. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility or  
liability is accepted by Southern Housing Group Limited as to the fairness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness  
of the information in this document. 

This document may contain statements about future events, projections, expectations, prospects and estimates  
that are forward looking statements (together, ‘forward looking statements’). None of the forward looking statements  
in this document should be taken as forecasts or promises, nor should they be taken as implying any indication,  
assurance or guarantee that the assumptions on which such forward looking statements have been prepared are  
correct or exhaustive or fully stated in the document. Southern Housing Group Limited undertakes no obligation to 
update, modify or amend this document, to reflect actual changes in assumptions or changes in factors affecting  
forward looking statements or to otherwise notify any addressee if any forward looking statement set forth herein 
changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 

This document is not intended to be and should not be construed as providing legal or financial advice. It does not 
constitute an offer or invitation to sell or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase or a recommendation 
regarding any securities. Nothing contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  
This document has not been approved by any security regulatory authority. 

The distribution of this document may be subject of legal restrictions in some countries. Persons who might come  
into possession of it must inquire as to the existence of such restrictions and comply with them. 

The information in this document has not been independently verified. 

The addressee is solely liable for any use of the information contained in this document and Southern Housing Group 
Limited shall have no responsibility for any damages, direct, indirect or otherwise, arising from the use of this document  
by the addressee. 
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Endnotes

1. https://esgsocialhousing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SRS_final-report-2.pdf

2. Regulatory framework - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

3. https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Green-Bond-Principles-
June-2021-100621.pdf 

4. https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Social-Bond-Principles-
June-2021-140621.pdf 

5. https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Sustainability-Bond-
Guidelines-June-2021-140621.pdf 

6. https://www.lma.eu.com/application/files/9716/1304/3740/Green_Loan_Principles_Feb2021_V04.pdf

7. https://www.lma.eu.com/application/files/1816/1829/9975/Social_Loan_Principles.pdf

8. https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/

9. Standard Energy Procedure (“SAP”) score based on standardised assumptions for occupancy and 
behaviour for the provision of space heating, domestic hot water, lighting and ventilation.

10. https://esgsocialhousing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SRS_final-report-2.pdf

https://esgsocialhousing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SRS_final-report-2.pdf
http://www.gov.uk
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Green-Bond-Principles-Ju
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Green-Bond-Principles-Ju
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Social-Bond-Principles-J
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Social-Bond-Principles-J
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Sustainability-Bond-Guid
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2021-updates/Sustainability-Bond-Guid
https://www.lma.eu.com/application/files/9716/1304/3740/Green_Loan_Principles_Feb2021_V04.pdf 
https://www.lma.eu.com/application/files/1816/1829/9975/Social_Loan_Principles.pdf
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://Standard Energy Procedure (“SAP”) score based on standardised assumptions for occupancy and behaviou
http://Standard Energy Procedure (“SAP”) score based on standardised assumptions for occupancy and behaviou
https://esgsocialhousing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SRS_final-report-2.pdf
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Contact us 
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Southern Housing Group 
Fleet House, 59-61 Clerkenwell Road 
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Email: communications@shgroup.org.uk 
Follow us at: @SHGroupUK
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